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How to Use this Site *) ?

How to use internet: strategically or as  
‘junk in, junk out’?

One Stop for Your Addresses
*) www.bjernv.dds.nl
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This is a research and science portal.

Though personal and for my network 
contacts, its objective is to provide 
addresses for:

 research priorities, fundings, partners 
and much more.

Your 'one stop'  for addresses
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What’s on the roll?

1. Money? Yes but later.

2. Your Initiative comes FIRST

3. Organise ‘breakthroughs’

Your 'one stop'  for addresses
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1.  Money?  Yes, later. What do you think

 this is?

http://www.opte.org/
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It is a picture of 
internet. 

Each color 
represents 
internet traffic 
from  parties in as 
 specific region: 
blue is USA, 
green is  Eurasia 
& Africa, and so 
on.

Imagine, that red 
is money, greengreen 
are initiatives and 
yellowyellow could be 
your partners. 

This website helps 
you to find them 
in the internet 
mess!

http://www.opte.org/
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Envision
Your Initiative (e.g. research program) 
to take off, the Internet offers you the 
building blocks:
Countries’ research priorities +
Research organisations=partners +
Abundant Research Money +

you just need to organise it !

(Your one stop website.   Play time…there is 
more money than excellent initiatives….!! )
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2. Your Initiative First 
Organise strategically 

 What countries have the same Prio(rity)?  
 What research organisations in that/those 

countries to team up with?
 What research funds are available in those 

countries on your Initiative’s Prio?
 When and where to meet team 

orgasations AND funders AND policy 
specialists? 

Knowledge = power         Sharing = Authority ;-))

Your 'one stop'  for addresses
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..but there are
30 countries in the world are leading in science 
and research, each having

6 to 12 priorities
100 to 600 good research institutes
10,000 up to 600,000 excellent researchers

and are interested to team up…

Oh… pre announce your presence by social 
media!!
Knowledge = power              Sharing = ….  ;-))
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At Present

 All resources of the other countries 
in the world are needed: THEIR 
initiatives, organisations, bright 
minds and yes, money too. 

 So you just have to find all that, and 
that is where this portal kicks in !!

Your 'one stop'  for addresses
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Your Initiative & queste 

This portal shows you by country:
National Priorities 
Research Progammes
Fundings Opportunities 
And possible partners leading in the 
country

And if there is a incidental deadlink, you have enough info 

to track the site of page anyway!!  
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Your Strategical 
Alternatives: 

 Level 1: BAU (Business As Usual: by 
chance; meetings at a congress or in 
the plane). 

 Level 2: Wauw; social media and 
social networks

 Level 3: pm (as of 2020)
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Level 1 (BAU), the disadvantages 

 It brought you this far, so… 
however:

 Your research was always fighting 
constraints, in budgets, (political) 
support, HR research capacity, 
infrastructures, and time span / scope.

 It is always a big thing to timely find the 
right contacts in your network to solve 
these issues and make you go for another 
4-5 years
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Level 2 (Wauw)

By internet –this portal-  you can quickly find the 
building blocks you need. The search work has 
already been done. The rest is up to you. You 
can find, by country:

 Science Money
 Science & Research Priorities  
 All leading research research organisations 
 Large Scale Research Facilities
 World Something Days , the ‘hart beat’ of the 

research world: when and where researchers, 
funders and policy makers meet

 And much more….;-)

3. Organise YOUR Breakthrough

http://www.bjernv.dds.nl/FUNDS.html
http://www.bjernv.dds.nl/PRIO.html
http://www.bjernv.dds.nl/
http://www.bjernv.dds.nl/LSF.html
http://www.bjernv.dds.nl/Message.html
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Level 3  (as of 2020) Future prospects
 In 1985 this started as a text file in dos3.0  and addresses were shared a few 

contacts in bullitin board meeting rooms
 In 1986 it migrated to WP file and mailed  to a few contacts as a doc 

priodically to some contacts (until the size led to complaints ;-)) 
 In 2001, one file became a site and  was expected to last only a few 

years due to better search engine quality, for the few contacts . Yet 
(many) other files were added in due time, like the Time Line files 
migrated to Word files and pdf.

 In 2013 the site -apparently-  ranked in the first 100,000 sites world 
wide.  But  truely , probably only a few contacts use it.  The ranking 
went down to ±375,000th.

 In 2030 this site will be a stepping stone for coordinating R&D 
for a few contacts to cope with Absurd Futures (1) and the 
research questions of some 50, presently considered, 
Absurd Futures(2).  And the meantime, the sustainability 
goals,

 All the time, the info served its purpose...for  a few 
contacts  :-).

3. Organise Breakthrough

http://www.bjernv.dds.nl/WP.html
http://www.bjernv.dds.nl/AF.html
http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
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(Frequently Asked) Questions?

(your) Science Portal (too?) *)

Thank you for your attention
&

see you in the future.

One Stop for addresses
*) www.bjernv.dds.nl *)  Disclaimer  

http://www.bjernv.dds.nl/FAQ.html
http://www.bjernv.dds.nl/
http://www.bjernv.dds.nl/2010-2050.PDF
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PS    Civil Servantship

A good civil servant is an invisible one, 
like a good butler .

Therefore, any relationship with existing civil servants, 
governmental organisations or countries is pure accidental.

For a few contacts, 24/7 …world wide, these addresses are 
just url's, 'data' and building blocks for civil values and 
objectives. 

Appreciations? Oh... a visitor once mailed: 
          Your site is a lighthouse in the ocean! 
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